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Profile: BMW K 1600 Grand America
A motorcycle made for touring the country

The BMW K 1600 Grand America is a full-fledged touring bike that comes with all of the performance
and perks you need to truly live your life in the saddle.

Built for extensive riding

The BMW K 1600 Grand America
bike lives up to its moniker by
sporting a design perfect for
all-weather, long-distance riding.
Americans can ride for days without
ever crossing national borders,
emphasizing the need for long
distance conveniences such as
secure dry storage and comforts
that can assuage the pains of
staying in the saddle for many
hours at a time. The K 1600 Grand
America is perfectly equipped for
this. It features a capacious top
case atop two large panniers, an
extra-tall and vented windshield
that protects you while reducing
buffeting, heated grips and seats, a
comfortable seat with saddle cups
and a good amount of wiggle room
to find the perfect riding position. If that’s just not enough for you, the accessories catalog is extensive
enough to let you take comfort and convenience far beyond what is already available on the stock
package.

Power and handling

A liquid-cooled, 1,649cc inline six-cylinder engine gives the BMW K 1600 Grand America 160
horsepower and 129 lb-ft of torque to play with, which are impressive numbers that allow the bike to
easily overcome its own 802-pound curb weight. Top speed is limited to 101 mph and cruise control
comes standard, making it easy to go on those longer journeys. The handling is also surprisingly good
for a touring motorcycle that features so much cargo-hauling capability. BMW elected to compromise
firmly between agility and stability, a balance it maintains finely thanks to the excellent Dynamic
Electronic Suspension Adjustment technology. The Grand America thus absorbs bumps and road
irregularities comfortably enough to ride over long distances without being disagreeable in the twisty
bits.

If you only ever plan on going on short joyrides, the BMW K 1600 Grand America may not be the bike
for you. However, if traveling far and wide is more your style, you’ll be hard pressed to find a
better-suited motorcycle for the job.
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Profile: BMW R 1200 GS
Conquer the road and the dirt with a modern icon

You want a motorcycle that can do it all, carrying you safely on the highway but then being rough and
ready when you decide to head out on the dirt.

The BMW R 1200 GS is such a motorcycle.

The power

The engine that gives the R 1200
GS its “1200” designation is an
air/liquid-cooled four-stroke
twin-cylinder boxer engine, which
gives the bike 125 horsepower and
92 lb-ft of torque. BMW Motorrad
happily points out that this engine is
legendary for reliability and
incredibly good-natured, giving the
R 1200 GS a top speed of over 125
mph and 47 mpg on the World
Motorcycle Test Cycle when filled
with premium gasoline.

Tech upgrades

The new BMW R 1200 GS comes
with a handful of systems to make
its ride safer, easier and more
comfortable, including standard
Rain and Road riding modes and
available Dynamic and Enduro modes, allowing the rider to change their bike’s riding style to suit
conditions.

In addition, BMW Motorrad also includes systems like Automatic Stability Control, which operates to
keep the bike steady; Hill Start Control, which intervenes in the ABS braking system to hold the rear
brake pressure automatically on inclines and descents; and Dynamic ESA generation, which adjusts
the suspension based on riding status and maneuvers to automatically suit the state of the road (or
lack thereof).

Particular style

The BMW R 1200 GS is configurable to suit individual style. The R 1200 GS comes in two broad
styles: Rally and Exclusive. The Rally style goes all-in on off-road amenities, while setting its styling in
BMW motorsport colors with black spoke wheels. The Exclusive style, on the other hand, offers more
long-haul comfort, with a more comfortable seat and stainless-steel highlights.

In addition, the R 1200 GS is available with three equipment packages — touring, comfort and
dynamic — that each intensify certain aspects of the GS’ performance.

The newest R 1200 GS takes the 36 years of BMW GS development and creates a modern
motorcycle worthy of its ground-breaking legacy.



motorcycle worthy of its ground-breaking legacy.
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BMW Motorrad: The ‘80s to the Present
BMW Motorrad closes in on a century of unmatched quality

BMW Motorrad’s first five decades of operation left an unmatched legacy of creativity and quality, but
could the brand maintain its excellence into the 1980s and beyond? From the vantage point of today,
as BMW’s motorcycle division
closes in on a century of operation,
the answer is clearly yes.

The 1980s were an especially
innovative decade for BMW
Motorrad. In 1980, the brand
introduced the R 80 G/S model,
which was designed with the rear
wheel mounted to one side on a
groundbreaking new single-sided
swing arm. This big, comfortable
bike was equally at home
off-roading or roaring down the
highway. In 1988, BMW Motorrad
introduced the K 1, the first
motorcycle to use digital
electronics in the engine design.

During the 1990s, BMW Motorrad
led the world of motorcycling with
its commitment to more environmentally friendly machines. In 1991, the brand became the first
motorcycle maker to offer a closed-loop three-way catalytic converter. By 1995, BMW Motorrad was
equipping all its current bikes with a standard catalytic converter — and retrofitting older ones when
possible.

BMW Motorrad marked the 2000s with innovation on numerous levels. With its F 650 and G series
models, BMW Motorrad offered riders an agile single-cylinder bike option. Its K 1200 motorcycles
used four-cylinder engines to reach a whole new level of power. The brand also developed the S 1000
RR superbike, which proceeded to dominate racetracks around the world. In 2003, BMW Motorrad
introduced the R 1200 GS Adventure bike, and it’s been one of the world’s best-selling motorcycles
ever since.

Today, BMW Motorrad is positioned for success well into the future. The brand maintains a lineup that
appeals to a broad range of riders, offering high-performing sport models, comfortable touring bikes,
rugged off-road motorcycles and agile scooters for urban dwellers. Meanwhile, BMW Motorrad
continues to push the envelope of motorcycle innovation. It’s currently developing a bike concept that
includes self-balancing technology, a flexible frame, rider assist features and a connected digital
visor.

For nearly 100 years, BMW Motorrad has led the motorcycle industry with well-made motorcycles,
dependable performance and creative ideas. Since 1923, from race courses to city streets, millions of
riders around the world have experienced the quality and innovation poured into BMW Motorrad’s
machines.
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BMW Motorrad Reveals Concept 9cento Mid-range
Motorcycle
Meet the balanced BMW Motorrad Concept 9cento

BMW Motorrad has unveiled a brand-new concept bike at this year’s Concorso d’Eleganza Villa
d’Este: an experimental new motorcycle that focuses not on being something bigger and flashier than
the competition, but on real
usability and balance.

BMW called it the 9cento,
pronounced “nove cento,” which
translates to “900” in English.

Bringing the balance

Edgar Heinrich, Head of Design for
BMW Motorrad, said of the new
concept, “We’ve created a bike that
combines the appropriate power
with reliable sports touring
properties and above all lots of
riding fun, so it’s an attractive
overall package. It brings together
the best of the sports, adventure
and touring segments to produce
an exciting concept – in a class
which has not seen this kind of
model from BMW before.”

He then clarified that the Concept 9cento is BMW Motorrad’s interpretation of a “modern all-rounder”
for the mid-range motorcycle segment and added that the concept bike is unique because it
showcases functional properties of the motorcycle such as its touring abilities, storage space and
wind/weather protection, all of which apply to most motorcyclists but are rarely shown on a concept
model.

“In this year’s concept bike, we’re demonstrating that all these rational aspects can be coupled with a
dynamic design to create something really exciting and highly emotional,” he said.

Forward-facing design elements

The Concept 9cento features a very forward-facing design, with much of the weight of the motorcycle
being placed toward the front, with a short, high rear. The design elements on the bodywork also
indicate forward momentum, including the three-dimensional fuel tank modeling, fairing and frame. All
the aluminum parts, including the central fuel tank cover, rear carrier and footrest holder are milled
with find grooves directed toward the front wheel to produce a unique visual effect.

A particularly interesting addition is the storage space concept: a clip-on case that attaches to the rear
of the bike, adding both a storage space and an additional seat.

The 9cento’s lighting features a pair of symmetrical LED lights in the front with two U-shaped running
lights along the bottom of each headlamp and dual C-shaped LED taillamps in the rear.



lights along the bottom of each headlamp and dual C-shaped LED taillamps in the rear.

The BMW Motorrad Concept 9cento offers a unique spin on both the future of mid-range motorcycles
and concept bikes in general.
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